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INTRODUCTION

20
Eukaryotic DNA replication begins at many locations throughout the genome known as origins. Different origins 21 initiate at different times during S phase on a schedule governed by an elusive replication timing program. The time it takes 22 to duplicate the genome, the length of S phase, is set by the time when the last sequence completes replication. For over 50 23 years, the field has appreciated that late-replicating sequences are found in the compacted portion of the genome known as 24 heterochromatin (Lima-De-Faria 1959; Lima-De-Faria and Jaworska 1968; Taylor 1960) . Late replication is presented as a 25 general property of heterochromatin, but how this property arises is unknown (Lima-De-Faria and Jaworska 1968).
26
Additionally, embryonic development of many animals features dramatic modifications of replication timing (Graham and 27 Morgan 1966; Snow 1977; Stepinska and Olxanska 1983; Hiratani et al. 2008) . In Drosophila, the length of S phase changes 28 by over 50 fold during development (Blumenthal et al. 1974; Neufeld et al. 1998; Milan et al. 1996) . How such alterations are 29 made is unclear.
30
As worked out in yeast, the process of origin initiation involves a sequence of conserved biochemical steps that 31 convert an origin into a bidirectional replication fork (Tanaka and Araki 2013; Yeeles et al. 2015) . Origins are first licensed for 32 replication through the loading onto dsDNA of two hexameric MCM2-7 helicase complexes. The resulting head to head 33 double hexamer is known as a pre-Replicative Complex (pre-RC). Activation of the pre-RC requires the coordinated assembly 34 of a multiprotein complex called a replisome. Activation, also referred to as firing, is led by the action of two conserved cell 35 cycle kinases: a CDK (cyclin-dependent kinase) and a DDK (Dbf4-dependent kinase) (Labib 2010 (Blumenthal et al. 1974) , and nuclei remain deep within the embryo. Beginning in cycle 10 the nuclei 51 reach the surface of the embryo forming the blastoderm. During cycles 11-13 the length of S phase gradually increases to 13 52 min. At the next cell cycle, the 14 th , the embryo begins a conserved developmental period known as the Mid-Blastula 53 Transition (MBT) when numerous changes occur: interphase, which extends dramatically, has an S phase 14 that lasts 70 54 minutes and it is followed by the first G2 (summarized in Figure 1A ) (Farrell and O'Farrell 2014; . After G2 of 55 cycle 14, cells enter mitosis in a patterned program controlled by zygotic transcription O'Farrell 1989 and 1990) .
56
Our focus is on the changes that occur to the DNA replication program at the MBT, and on how these changes are introduced.
57
Prior work has shown that the prolongation of S phase at the MBT is caused by reduced synchrony in replication 58 timing (Shermoen et al. 2010) . During the pre-blastoderm cycles all regions of the genome begin and end replication together 59 resulting in a short S phase. Even the 30% of the genome composed of blocks of repetitive DNA known as the satellite 60 sequences, which are considered to be constitutively heterochromatic, lack the marks of heterochromatin and replicate early.
61
During S phases 11-13, the satellite sequences experience progressively modest delays in replication timing. Then, these 62 satellites experience major delays in S phase 14 in which a succession of different satellites begin and complete replication on 63 a protracted schedule. Thus, onset of late replication causes the pronounced increase in the S phase duration. Following 64 their late replication in cycle 14, the satellite sequences become heterochromatic and late replication will be a characteristic that activity of the Cdk1 kinase is a key determinant of the duration of S phase in the early embryo (Farrell et al. 2012 ).
72
Persistent S phase Cdk1 activity during the shorter pre-MBT cycles drives heterochromatin to replicate early, and it is the 73 programmed downregulation of Cdk1 occurring at the MBT that allows the onset of late replication. However, it is unclear 74 how the embryo interprets the activity of Cdk1 to produce this dramatic prolongation of S phase.
75
Here we focus on the conserved protein Rif1 because recent work in yeast and vertebrate cells indicates that Rif1 76 can regulate the timing of origin firing (Hayano et 
81
In support of this model, deletion of yeast rif1 can partially rescue viability to lethal mutants of cdc7 or dbf4 (Hayano et al., 
94
Given ubiquitous presence of Rif1 protein in the early embryo, regulation of its activity ought to underlie any 95 developmental or cell cycle modulations of Rif1 function at this stage. If Rif1 acts to delay the replication of heterochromatin, 96 then we would expect the protein to be recruited to satellite sequences when the replication of these sequences is delayed in 97 cycle 14. The satellite sequences form compacted regions of chromatin that can be visualized as discrete bright foci of DAPI 98 stained DNA ( Figure 1B ). These compacted foci of chromatin first acquire heterochromatic marks during cycle 14, but, given 99 the absence of G1 in this cycle, a program for their delayed initiation must already be in place at the beginning of interphase 100 14 (Shermoen et al. 2010; . In S phase 14, Rif1 was bound to many foci of compacted chromatin, 101 while in the following G2 phase the heterochromatin lacked Rif1 staining ( Figure 1 ). Live imaging of Rif1-EGFP embryos 102 (Movie 1) during early embryogenesis revealed the dynamics of this change. Rif1-EGFP disappeared from individual foci as S 103 phase progressed, and only a dim nuclear background was present by G2 of cycle 14 (Cycle 14, Figure 1D ). Tracking individual 104 foci in high frame-rate movies showed that different Rif1 foci disappeared at different times (bottom panels, Figure 1D ).
105
Often, only a single focus remained near the end of S phase before disappearing as cells entered G2. This progressive loss of 106 different Rif1 foci was reminiscent of the protracted schedule of late replication occurring in this cycle.
107
To test the correspondence of Rif1 foci and satellite sequences we marked specific satellite sequences by in situ 108 hybridization or our recently developed TALE-lights technique (Yuan et al. 2014) . In embryos fixed during early S phase 14, 109 the single Y-chromosome linked focus of AATAC satellite detected by DNA-FISH was co-stained by Rif1 (right panels Figure   110 1C). In live embryos, a fluorescently tagged TALE-light protein engineered to bind the late-replicating satellite-repeat 1.686 111 showed that Rif1 also binds the four foci of the this sequence (left panels in Figure 1C ).
112
During cycles 11-13, S phase gradually and progressively gets longer due to incremental delays to satellite 113 replication. In paralleled with these changes, Rif1 showed weak and transient localization to foci in cycle 11 and progressively 114 more intense and longer-lived foci in subsequent cycles ( Figure 1D ). Disappearance of Rif1 foci within each S phase was not 115 instantaneous: the signal decayed from the outside-in over a few frames of our records, for instance during S phase 13 high 116 frame imaging showed that a focus of Rif1 disappeared over the course of approximately 2 minutes (Movie 2, Figure 1E ).
117
These observations show that Rif1 binds to satellite sequences as they become late replicating during embryogenesis, and 118 that Rif1 dissociates from satellite sequences as replication progresses. Though both form foci on satellite sequences, the signals do not overlap. Rif1 marks numerous satellites early and the number of foci progressively declines. After early widespread staining, PCNA, a marker of active replication, transiently marks a progression of different satellites. At different positions, the period of PCNA staining seems to follow loss of Rif1. Below, a single z plane from 10 min into S phase 14 that more clearly shows that the signal from Rif1 does not overlap with that from PCNA. (B) Stills from timelapse microscopy of Rif1-GFP and mCherry-PCNA during S phase 15 (Movie 4). During this S phase the late replicating heterochromatin is clustered into an obvious chromocenter. As in S phase 14, Rif1 marks late replicating chromatin, and Rif1 dissociates from these sequences before the acquisition of PCNA. (C) Live imaging of Rif1 and the satellite 1.686 using an mCherry tagged TALE protein (Movie 5). Yellow arrow indicates the decompaction and replication of 1.686. After its replication, the 1.686 repeat re-compacts and appears brighter. Rif1 dissociates from this sequence prior to its replication. (D) Nuclei in S phase 14 stained for Rif1 and for the Y-chromosomal satellite repeat AATAC. Rif1 is bound to AATAC during early S14 before the AATAC repeat replicates. During late S14 the duplicated AATAC sequence lacks Rif1 stain.
139
The S phase of cell cycle 15 provides an alternative context to observe the relationship between Rif1 and replication. 
168
We use this reproducible behavior to indirectly follow the replication of 1.686. During cycle 13, we observed that Rif1 was 169 recruited to 1.686 at the beginning of S phase, and disappeared immediately before the decompaction and replication of the 170 repeat. We observed intermediate intensities of Rif1 signal on 1.686 in the minute preceding its decompaction. Rif1 171 dissociation was relatively rapid, but progressive with the Rif1 signal decaying over the minute preceding 1.686 172 decompaction. After completing replication, 1.686 lacked Rif1 for the remainder of the cycle ( Figure 2C , Movie 5). Thus, Rif1 173 dissociates from this specific satellite immediately prior to the onset of its replication. We also examined fixed embryos using 174 FISH probes to localize another heterochromatic repeat, AATAC, and showed that Rif1 was bound to this repeat AATAC 175 during early S phase 14, but no such signal was observed in embryos aged to later in S phase after the replication of this 176 sequence ( Figure 2D ). These observations show that Rif1 dissociates from specific satellite sequences upon their replication.
177
Our observations reveal that the dynamics of Rif1 interaction with chromatin parallel changes in replication timing.
178
Rif1 association to satellite sequences began when these sequences first showed a slight delay in replication. While 'Farrell 1997) . Replication begins at mitotic exit without obvious delay. This suggests that at the time of the transition from 196 mitosis to interphase, there is already some type of feature that distinguishes the satellites so that they do not begin 7 replication immediately (Shermoen et al. 2010 ). If Rif1 is to delay the replication time of specific sequences, we expect its 198 recruitment to chromatin to occur during this period. Indeed, we observed binding of Rif1 to separating anaphase 199 chromosomes before the recruitment of PCNA to the nucleus, which marks the start of interphase (Supplemental Figure 2B ).
200
However, as described below in cycles prior to cycle 15, the specificity of Rif1 binding to satellite sequences emerges in 201 concert with progression into interphase. 202 Figure 3 . Two stages of Rif1 recruitment, their contributions to specificity, and reliance on origin licensing and the replication checkpoint. Time-lapse confocal microscopy on Rif1-GFP, His2av-RFP embryos showing the initial binding of Rif1 during transit from one cell cycle to the next. (A) During late anaphase 13, on the approach to cycle 14, chromosomes first exhibit faint and ubiquitous Rif1 staining that accumulates for about 1 min. During the following min as S phase begins, accumulation continues but is now localized to foci that become clearer as the nuclei swell. (B) During late anaphase 14, on the approach to cycle 15, the early stage of Rif1 staining shows some specificity for the pericentric regions of the chromosomes and forming chromocenter. This specificity is amplified as the interphase-15 nucleus forms and S phase begins. (C) Time-lapse imaging of Rif1-GFP during the normal transition from cycle 13 to 14 and in an embryo injected with purified geminin protein in interphase of 13. Times are indicated with reference to the start of S phase 14.
The geminin block to pre-RC formation prevented the recruitment of Rif1 to foci, but did not block the initial generalized binding during mitotic exit. (D) Imaging of Rif1-GFP during cell cycle 13 in control (mei41/+) and mei41 null embryos. The Mei41-dependent replication checkpoint is essential during cycle 13 to prevent premature entry into mitosis (10:20 frame). Rif1 foci still form in the absence of a replication checkpoint, but the Rif1 foci are lost earlier and the premature mitosis leads to bridging and defective cycle 14 nuclei.
203
We examined the initial binding of Rif1 by filming mitosis 13 and early interphase 14. We observed an abrupt onset 
217
Because recruitment of Rif1 began late in anaphase, just after the time when Orc2 was recruited to chromosomes, 218 we wondered if pre-RC formation might be involved in Rif1 binding. Indeed prior work in a Xenopus extract system suggests 219 that this is true (Kumar et al. 2012) . To test this, we examined Rif1 recruitment after the injection of embryos with purified 220 geminin protein during mitosis 13. Geminin blocks the formation of the pre-RC by inhibiting Cdt1, a key helicase-loading 221 factor and prevents subsequent replication. Injection of geminin did not block the initial generalized binding of Rif1 to the 222 late anaphase chromosomes or its nuclear accumulation in telophase nuclei, but did block the emergence of localized Rif1 223 foci ( Figure 3C ). In the absence of pre-RCs, Rif1 was diffusely localized throughout the nucleus during interphase 14. 3D). We did observe that the disappearance of Rif1 foci was accelerated in mei41 embryos, and Rif1 was lost from chromatin 234 before entry into a catastrophic mitosis 13. We conclude that the recruitment of Rif1 to late replicating sequences is 235 independent of the replication checkpoint, but that timing of Rif1 dispersal is accelerated in its absence. Two studies in yeast suggested that phosphorylation of Rif1 inhibits its function by blocking interaction with PP1a 286 (Dave et al., 2014 and Hiraga et al., 2014) . Drosophila Rif1 has previously been shown to bind to PP1a, so we looked for a 287 change to this interaction in conjunction with the developmental down regulation of Cdk1. As shown above, high Cdk1 288 activity in early pre-MBT embryos suppresses Rif1 association with chromatin and promotes a short S phase, whereas down 289 regulation of Cdk1 at the MBT is required for Rif1 mediated extension of S phase. Rif1 was immunoprecipitated out of lysates 290 derived from 20-minute collections of embryos aged for either 30 minutes (pre-MBT) or for 2 hours and 15 minutes (post-291 MBT). While we expected minimal association of PP1 to Rif1 in pre-MBT extract when Rif1 is robustly phosphorylated, 292 western blotting showed a robust PP1 signal ( Figure 5E ). Additionally, Rif1 immunoprecipitated from the post-MBT extract 293 was accompanied by a similar amount of PP1. Hence, the interaction between Rif1 and PP1a, at least at bulk levels, is not 294 regulated in a way that explains the onset of late replication, and Rif1 appears to interact effectively with PP1 at early stages 295 when it is phosphorylated and held inactive by Cdk1 kinase.
296
To further explore possible regulation of Rif1 by phosphorylation, we mutated candidate phospho-sites. We 297 selected 15 S/T residues within CDK or DDK consensus motifs located in the C-terminus of Rif1 and mutated them to alanine 298 ( Figure 5A ) to prevent their phosphorylation. We reasoned that this phospho-site mutant Rif1, hereafter referred to as 299 Rif1.15a, might not be inhibited by S phase kinases and so act as a dominant gain-of-function allele. Ectopic expression of 300 Rif1.15a during the blastoderm divisions by injection of in vitro transcribed mRNA causes extensive anaphase bridging as 301 typically seen when DNA replication is incomplete ( Figure 5C ). We never observed this effect after injection of mRNA 302 encoding wild-type Rif1 arguing that this is not a simple overproduction phenotype. In addition, we generated transgenes 303 expressing either wild-type Rif1 or Rif1.15a under UAS control. Overexpression of Rif1 in the eye imaginal disc (and more 304 weakly throughout much of the head capsule) using the eyeless-Gal4 driver did not disturb eye formation whereas expression 305 of Rif1.15a caused complete lethality with pupae developing into headless nearly adult flies ( Figure 5D ). The severity of this 306 phenotype suggests that expression of Rif1.15a disrupted the early proliferative period of the eye-antennal disc. These 307 assays suggest that Rif1.15a has a damaging gain-of-function action, as might be expected if it were immune to regulation of 308 its ability to inhibit DNA replication.
309
Because our data indicated that the chromatin binding of Rif1 was regulated during S phase by Cdk1 activity, we 310 examined the influence of mutation of the phospho-sites on Rif1 localization. Using mRNA injection, we expressed a GFP 311 tagged version of Rif1.15a and followed its localization and the consequence of its expression in live records. Embryos were 312 injected with Rif1.15a-GFP mRNA during cycle 12. The timing of this injection allowed sufficient fluorescent protein to 313 accumulate that its behavior could be followed throughout cell cycle 14, while still minimizing the damage due to induced 314 catastrophic mitoses in the earlier cycles. Rif1.15a was recruited to specific chromatin foci normally at the start of S phase, 315 indicating that the mutated residues are not required for the binding specificity of Rif1. Imaging Rif1.15a-GFP throughout 316 cycle 14 yielded several interesting results. In contrast to the dynamics of the wild-type protein, Rif1.15a continued to 317 accumulate on heterochromatin throughout most of S phase 14. It then showed a slow decline but remained bound in the 318 following G2 and into mitosis 14 ( Figure 5E ). The Rif1.15a foci on newly condensed mitotic chromosomes were localized to 319 pericentric regions, where the satellites reside. On progression into anaphase, bridges were seen connecting the separating 320 chromosomes and Rif1.15a-GFP specifically labeled these chromatin bridges ( Figure 5E 
337
Rif1 is required for the onset of late replication and the prolongation of S phase at the MBT 338 Next we utilized the rif1 null mutation to assess the role of Rif1 in the onset of late replication during cycle 14. As 339 discussed previously, real time records of fluorescent PCNA allow us to follow the progress of S phase and estimate its overall 340 length. In a wild-type S phase 14, PCNA is widely distributed throughout most of the nucleus during the first 10 minutes, but 341 resolves into bright puncta that are obvious for over an hour into interphase, after which only a dim nuclear background is 342 visible. During the final 30 minutes of S phase, a small number of bright PCNA foci appear and then disappear sequentially as 343 a result of a protracted schedule of late replication ( Figure 6A ). By using the disappearance of the last PCNA focus as an 344 indication of the completion of replication, we determined that the average S phase 14 lasts for 73 minutes ( Figure 6A ). In 345 contrast, S phase 14 in rif1 embryos from rif1 mothers was significantly shorter, lasting an average of 27 minutes.
346
Additionally, there were clear differences in the appearance of the PCNA signal as S phase progressed. The initial period of 347 widespread early replication resolved into PCNA foci, but appearance of these foci was more simultaneous than sequential, 348 and there was no protracted sequence of late foci ( Figure 6A) 
354
Because we had observed that the satellite 1.686 recruited Rif1 during S14, we wondered if its replication time 355 would be altered in rif1 embryos. To measure the replication time of this repeat, we injected the GFP-1.686 TALE probe into 356 wild-type and rif1 embryos expressing mcherry-PCNA and recorded S phase 14. We used the transient recruitment of 357 mcherry-PCNA, and the obvious decompaction of the marked 1.686 sequences as indictors of active replication of 1.686. In 13 control embryos, the 1.686 repeat began replication 18 minutes into S14 and completed by 30 minutes ( Figure 6B ). In 359 contrast, in rif1 embryos, 1.686 began replication by 4 minutes into S14 and completed by 13 minutes ( Figure 6B ). We 360 conclude that the 1.686 satellite sequence replicates with a minimal delay in S phase 14 in the absence of Rif1, and that the 361 normally substantial delay requires Rif1. Figure 6D ). Following injection of mitotic-cyclin RNAi, wild-type embryos increased the duration of S phase 13 from 14 383 minutes to 20 minutes. In contrast, rif1 embryos did not extend S phase after cyclin knock down ( Figure 6D ). This 384 demonstrates that the requirement for Cdk1 in the timely completion of S phase 13 can be bypassed by loss of rif1.
385
However, S phase 13 in the rif1 mutant embryos is still longer than very early embryonic S phases, which can be as short as 
389
Cdc7 is essential during the early embryonic S phases and the requirement can be substantially bypassed by removal of rif1
390
The Cdc7-Dbf4 kinase complex (or DDK -Dbf4 dependent kinase) is required for origin initiation in many systems. In 391 S. cerevisiae, the essential function of DDK is the phosphorylation of the MCM helicase complex during pre-RC activation 392 (Sheu and Stillman 2010) . In both S. pombe and S. cerevisiae, the deletion of rif1 partially rescues S phase and viability in cdc7 393 mutants. Two interactions have been proposed to contribute to this finding. DDK appears to phosphorylate and inactivate 394 Rif1, thereby activating replication by a derepression input. This input would be dispensable in a rif1 mutant. Additionally,
395
Rif1 is thought to inhibit replication by recruiting PP1 to the origin and dephosphorylating the MCM helicase, an action that 396 opposes DDK. The loss of this opposing activity in a rif1 mutant would reduce the required activity for MCM phosphorylation 397 that might then be provided by residual DDK function, or an alternative kinase such as a Cdk. We wanted to assess the 398 possible parallels in Drosophila to clarify the involvement of Rif1 in replication control.
399
Despite strong conservation, cdc7 has not been well studied in Drosophila. In Drosophila, cdc7 is an essential gene, 400 and recent work has demonstrated that in complex with the dbf4 ortholog chiffon, Drosophila Cdc7 can phosphorylate Mcm2 401 in vitro, and that cdc7 is required for endocycle S phases in follicle cells (Stephenson et al. 2014 ). However, the function of 402 DDK during mitotic S phase has not been described.
403
To address this issue we first tagged endogenous cdc7 with GFP using CRISPR-Cas9. The resulting cdc7-GFP stock was 404 healthy and fertile indicating that the tag did not disrupt the essential function of Cdc7. Time-lapse imaging of Cdc7-GFP 405 embryos during syncytial development revealed that Cdc7 localization was cell cycle regulated. Cdc7 was nuclear during 406 interphase, dispersed into the cytosol during mitosis, and was rapidly recruited to late anaphase chromosomes and 407 concentrated in the telophase nucleus ( Figure 7A ). Initial Cdc7 recruitment featured two transient bright foci followed by fine 408 puncta suggesting that it is recruited to chromatin at the time at which pre-RCs are undergoing activation during the syncytial 409 cell cycles. Comparison of nuclear Cdc7 at equivalent times in subsequent cell cycles (early S phase) leading up to the MBT revealed a decline in the per-nucleus protein level, suggesting that titration by increasing number of nuclei and/or declining 411 protein levels result in diminishing availability of Cdc7 to fire origins in later cycles ( Figure 7B, Movie 8 ).
412
To determine if cdc7 is required for DNA replication during the early cell cycles, we depleted DDK from the embryo 413 using maternal-tubulin Gal4 to drive RNAi against cdc7 during oogenesis. This setup did not interfere with egg production, 414 although we found that expression of RNAi against cdc7 using the earlier acting MTD-Gal4 did cause severe defects in egg 415 morphology, indicating that cdc7 does play a role in the female germline. Embryos depleted of Cdc7 using maternal-tubulin 416 Gal4 failed to hatch. Cytological examination of Cdc7 depleted embryos revealed penetrant defects during the early pre-417 blastoderm divisions. We observed multiple highly fragmented DNA masses that were unevenly distributed in the embryo 418 interior, along with scattered abnormal mitotic structures ( Figure 7C ). In all cases nuclei failed to form a blastoderm, although 419 in many cases centrosomes appeared to continue to duplicate in the absence of any associated DNA ( Figure 7C ). Such a 420 dissociation of the embryonic nuclear and centrosome cycles has been described before in embryos injected with the DNA 421 polymerase inhibitor aphidocolin during the pre-blastoderm cycles (Raff and Glover 1988) . We conclude that Cdc7 is essential 422 for effective nuclear cycles in the early embryo consistent with a requirement in DNA replication. During S phase the number of Rif1 foci decline as the number of HP1a foci increase. G2 nuclei lack Rif1 foci, but retain strong HP1a foci (74 min). During the asynchronous mitosis 14 (74/90/96 min), both proteins are lost, but are rapidly recruited to late anaphase chromosomes (90/96 min). (B) Still images from time-lapse imaging of GFP-HP1a protein injected into wildtype embryos (above) and rif1 embryos (below) during S phase 14. HP1a recruitment to the heterochromatin proceeded similarly in control and mutant embryos. (C) Still images from timelapse imaging of the replication of the 359-satellite progressing from G2 of cycle 14, until completion of its replication in cycle 15. Note that the TAIL-light signal is not immediately visible following mitosis (4:00 min frame). We previously described how HP1a binds to the 359 bp repeat following its replication during S phase 14 and subsequently delays its replication in S phase 15. In rif1 embryos, the 359-repeat also replicated late in S phase 15 (In frame 30:00, yellow arrow indicates where the 359 TALE signal overlapped with PCNA).
During cycle 14, Rif1-GFP and HP1a-RFP bound to localized foci in the same position, but never at the same time.
444
Rif1 foci disappear sequentially during cycle 14, while HP1a is diffusely localized in early cycle 14 and is subsequently 445 recruited to apical foci that multiply and intensify. Importantly, in live imaging of Rif1-GFP and HP1-RFP, we don't observe any 446 overlap between the two signals in S14 ( Figure 8A ). This finding is in accord with our finding that PCNA foci and Rif1 do not 447 overlap (above), and our previous demonstration that PCNA and HP1 foci do not overlap in cycle 14 (Shermoen et al., 2010) .
448
Together with the timing of recruitment of these proteins to specific satellites, these observations show a sequence in which 449 satellites lose associated Rif1 before they initiate replication as marked by PCNA, and then complete replication before 450 binding HP1. We conclude that the introduction of late replication by Rif1 precedes the binding of HP1a in cycle 14. In 451 contrast, at the start of cycle 15 both Rif1 and HP1a are rapidly recruited to the chromocenter, with Rif1 binding slightly 452 earlier ( Figure 2B, 3B ), and we have previously detected an influence of HP1 on replication timing in this cycle (Yuan and   453 O 'Farrell, 2016 ).
454
Given the earlier binding of Rif1 to satellite sequences in cycle 14, Rif1 might direct subsequent heterochromatin 455 formation. In fission yeast, Rif1 is required for the maintenance of silencing at some heterochromatic sites in the genome 456 (Zofall et al. 2016) . We examined whether Rif1 influences the emergence of HP1a-bound heterochromatin. GFP-HP1a was 457 injected into either wild-type or rif1 null embryos and imaged during cycle 14. We observed no difference between HP1a 458 recruitment between the two genotypes, indicating that HP1a binds independently of Rif1 in the fly embryo ( Figure 8B ).
459
We had previously found that the recruitment of 
478
We show that Cdk1 activity promotes dissociation of Rif1 from chromatin and inhibits its function. Importantly, the 479 ability of Cdk1 to limit Rif1 function provides a key link in the developmental control of the MBT. A developmental decline in 480 Cdk1 triggers the extension of the cell cycle at the MBT (Farrell et al., 2012; Yuan et al., 2016). However, it was not previously 481 apparent how a decline in Cdk1, a mitotic kinase, would trigger the abrupt extension of S phase that marks the onset of cell 482 cycle slowing at the MBT. We show that the decline of Cdk1 activity releases constraints on Rif1, which then acts to extend 483 the S phase (Summarized in Figure 9 ). This long S phase is then followed by the first embryonic G2, and a mitosis that is Developmentally programmed association of Rif1 with satellite sequences marks the onset of late replication: We have 501 previously characterized the program of replication of satellite sequences. Prior to cell cycle 11, when satellite sequences are 502 early replicating, we did not detect significant recruitment of Rif1 to chromatin. In subsequent pre-MBT cycles, when slight 503 and incrementally increasing delays in satellite sequence replication occur, we see brief association of Rif1 to individual 504 blocks of satellite sequence, and an advance in their replication in rif1 mutant embryos. In pace with the gradual increase in 505 the delay of satellite replication, this Rif1 association persists longer in successive cycles ( Figure 1A) . In time with the MBT and 506 a dramatic extension of cell cycle 14, we detect more persistent association of Rif1 to satellite sequences. Interactions of the S phase kinases and the Rif1 inhibitor create a late replication program. In a nucleus in early S phase (left) foci of compacted late replicating satellites have bound Rif1 that creates a phosphatase rich domain through its interaction with PP1a. This protects the pre-RC from the activating influence of S phase kinases, CDK and DDK. With time (to the right) the S phase kinases act on Rif1, first gradually, to promote its dissociation, and then abruptly as the kinases overwhelm the weakened domain of phosphatase dominance. At this time, the S phase kinases can successfully directly target and activate the pre-RC. (B) During the early pre-MBT cycles, high CDK and DDK activities rapidly drive Rif1 dissociation so that delays in replication are initially negligible. A progressive lengthening of the embryonic S phase is associated with incrementally increasing delays in satellite replication. Part of this delay is due to declining CDK and increasing, but still transient, Rif1 association. However, Rif1 independent factors, likely the titration of several replication proteins, such as Cdc7, also contribute to this slowing. Then, at the MBT, developmentally programmed downregulation of Cdk1 allows persistent binding of Rif1 to satellite DNA and the introduction of a late replication program, thereby extending the duration of S phase.
548
The 
574
We found that maternally supplied Rif1 is present ubiquitously throughout the pre-MBT cell cycles, and so we 575 suggest that CDK and DDK kinases are critical to prevent maternally supplied Rif1 from interfering with rapid S phase 576 completion in early cycles. There is progressive reduction of Cdk1 activity in successive interphases prior to the MBT (Edgar et   577 al., 1994) that allows limited Rif1 association to satellites during cycles 11-13, and this association persists longer in each 578 cycle. Cdk1 activity is normally required during these S phases for their timely completion, and we show that this requirement 579 can be bypassed by mutation of rif1 ( Figure 6 ). However, while the abrupt cycle-14 extension of S phase required rif1, only a 580 portion of the incremental and progressive extension of S phase required rif1 and gradual prolongation of S phase still 581 occurred in rif1 mutant embryos, suggesting that there are other inputs.
583
Rif1 independent contributions to S phase duration
584
In rif1 embryos, the early 3.4 min S phase is extended to 27 min by cycle 14. Although much shorter than the 72 585 minute S phase 14 in wild-type embryos, this rif1-independet extension of S phase resembled progression normally seen in 586 the early cycles. S phase extended progressively in small but increasing increments and replication of satellite sequences was 587 selectively delayed. These observations show that the distinctive behavior of satellite sequences is not entirely dependent on 588 Rif1 interaction, and that additional factors contribute to S phase extension during the progressive phase.
589
The progressive delays in timing of replication of satellite sequences in rif1 mutant Drosophila embryos suggest that 
617
Implications of the dispensability of Rif1
618
We found it surprising that rif1 mutants have a highly penetrant phenotype with a specific failure to prolong S phase 619 14, but yet produce viable progeny. This means that the prolongation of S phase 14 is not essential and that subsequent 620 contributions of rif1 to development and survival are also dispensable. We would like to put this in context. 647 648 649 12G10, AA12.1-s, and AA4.3-s). Embryos were then washed with PTx for three times 15 minutes each, and then incubated 695 with the appropriate fluorescently labeled secondary antibody (Molecular Probes) at 1:300 for 1 hour in the dark at room 696 temperature. Embryos were then washed again with PTx for three times 15 minutes each. In order to detect total DNA, DAPI 697 was added to the second wash. Finally stained embryos were mounted on glass slides in Fluoromount.
698
To detect both Rif1-EGFP and the AATAC satellite repeat, formaldehyde fixed embryos were blocked in PBTA for 1 hour, 699 incubated with rabbit anti-GFP at 1:500 (Invitrogen A11122) for 1 hour at room temperature, washed three times for 15 700 minutes each in PTX, incubated with fluorescently labeled secondary antibody at 1:300 for 1 hour at room temperature in the 701 dark, and then washed three times for 15 minutes in PTX. Embryos were then post-fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 20 minutes.
702
FISH was then performed as described in Shermoen et al., 2010 using a Cy5 labeled AATAC 30-mer oligo probe (IDT).
703
Protein extract preparation and immunoprecipitation 
